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ABSTRACT: This paper intends to design and develop an adaptive fuzzy sliding mode controller  for robotic 

manipulator. Robotic manipulators are nonlinear having most of the dynamic parameters which are uncertain. Hence 

there is requirement for designing a high performance nonlinear controller for handling uncertainties. Today, strong 

mathematical tools are used in new control methodologies to design adaptive nonlinear robust controller with 

acceptable performance. One of the best nonlinear robust controllers which can be used in uncertainty nonlinear 

systems is sliding mode controller (SMC) but this controller has some intrinsic drawbacks namely the chattering 

phenomenon, equivalent dynamic formulation and sensitivity to the noise. This research will be focusing on applying 

artificial intelligence integrated with the sliding mode controller. As it is not feasible to match up the SMC functions 

with  system model each time, this paper implements a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) to replace the system model.  

Further, it proposes the self-adaptiveness in a latest algorithm called as Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) to formulate 

the adaptive fuzzy membership functions. Further, it compares the effectiveness of the proposed method with the 

desired experimental model and the conventional methods like SMC, Fuzzy SMC and GWO-SMC. Hence, the 

replacement of SAGWO-FSMC to the fuzzy model helps to aid the SMC to control the robotic manipulator, proved 

effectively by the comparative analysis. 

Keywords: External disturbances, fuzzy model, joint angles, PUMA 560 robotic arm, robotic manipulator, Sliding 

Mode Control,  SAGWO,  

 
  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In general, robotic manipulators [1][4] are widely applied in the industrial environment for executing dangerous or 

routine works. Robotic manipulators[12][14] have been encounter nonlinearities[7][9] and various uncertainties in their 

dynamic models, such as friction, disturbance, load change due to which it is very difficult to reach excellent 

performance when the control algorithm is completely based on the robotic plant model.  In addition, it is much 

complex to accomplish better performance while the control design is entirely dependent on the robotic plant design 

[21] [22]. The trajectory tracking [4][5] accuracy is the most important function of an industrial manipulator. Thus, a 

robot motion tracking control is one of the challenging problems due to the highly coupled nonlinear and time varying 

dynamics. Robotic control system design has been an important issue in control engineering. Several kinds of control 

schemes have already been proposed in the field of robotic control over the past decades. Feedback linearization 

technique can compensates some of the coupling nonlinearities in the dynamics. Although a global feedback 

linearization is theoretically possible, a practical insight is restricted. Uncertainties also arise from imprecise knowledge 

of the kinematics, dynamics and also due to joint [4][5] and link flexibility, actuator dynamics, friction, sensor noise, 

and unknown loads. 

These dynamical uncertainties make the controller design for manipulators a difficult task in the framework of 

classical control method. Conventional control techniques for robotic manipulators include the computed torque 

control, adaptive control [19], sliding mode control[16], and fuzzy control[5][12]. The adaptive control has a fixed 

structure and adaptable parameters and is very effective in coping with structured uncertainties and maintaining a 

uniformly good performance over a limited range, but it does not solve the problem of unstructured uncertainties. The 

sliding mode control is a robust nonlinear control scheme that is effective in overcoming the uncertainties and has a fast 

transient response. However, chattering problem [3][5] is a major drawback of sliding mode control. Hence boundary 

layer [3] is used to avoid chattering phenomenon.  

Recently the development of artificial intelligent control for robotic manipulators has received considerable interest. 

The most popular intelligent-control approaches are the neural network control and fuzzy control [29]. The merit of the 

fuzzy control is that it can explicitly use human knowledge and experience in its control strategy. The drawback is the 

less theoretical analysis of stability for the general fuzzy controllers. To overcome the demerits and take advantage of 

the attractive features of conventional control and intelligent control, this research proposes an adaptive fuzzy sliding 

mode controller (AFSMC) for the trajectory control of robotic manipulators [1]. Besides advantage of stability and 

robustness of sliding mode control, the proposed method suppresses the input chattering in sliding mode by using the 

fuzzy control with adaptive tuning algorithm[1] [3] [5] [6] [19] [29]. 
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Sliding Mode Controller has been widely applied to various types of non-linear systems [21] [23] [24]. SMC’s 

popularity is due to its robustness against the change in parameters and the external disturbances in both theoretical and 

practical applications. However, the action of discontinuous part in traditional SMC leads the whole controller to face a 

troublesome condition known as "chattering" and the traditional type of SMC requires the whole dynamic functions of 

the system[18][20]. Moreover, in order to achieve the non-chattering SMC, the sign[5][14] function should be changed 

to saturation function to employ the adaptation of a thin boundary layer close by the sliding manifold to minimize or 

attenuate the chattering. However, this method damages the perfect tracking of the SMC; hence, the steady state error 

will always exist. Furthermore, to overcome the mentioned problem, some adaptive strategies recommended which can 

compensate the disturbances in order to increase the tracking performance. 

In recent decades, the Fuzzy Logic as a technique based on expert knowledge has been applied to a wide range of 

controllers for solving the complex problems. Although Fuzzy controller is free from huge mathematical operations but 

sometimes more mathematical treatment is needed [21][29]. However it should be noted that sometimes Fuzzy Logic 

Controller [11] is much more tranquiller. Today’s, applying techniques that combine the fuzzy theory with nonlinear 

controllers, for instance using fuzzy sliding mode controller are most common. The applications of fuzzy logic 

controller can not only be used in the systems with hard modeling, but they can also be used for systems with high 

mathematical analysis. The robust model of fuzzy combination, so called adaptive fuzzy sliding mode was introduced 

to reject the chattering phenomenon and compensate unknown dynamic parameters in the systems by another fuzzy 

logic controller [7][10][12].  

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Related Works 

In 1996, F.C. Sun Z.Q. Sun [1] has used   the adaptive fuzzy system  as an adaptive approximator for robot 

nonlinear dynamics. A new adaptive fuzzy controller based on sliding mode is proposed in this paper for the robot 

control of trajectory tracking. The main contributions of the paper include (1) proving that the fuzzy systems using the 

representative  point and its derivative as inputs can approximate the plant nonlinear dynamics in the neighborhood of 

the switching hyper plane; (2) presenting a new control scheme based on sliding mode for the trajectory tracking 

control of robot with unknown nonlinear dynamics . 

In 1994, Chung-Chun Kung and Chia-Chang Liao [2] have proposed the fuzzy-sliding mode controller design for 

tracking control of non-linear system. The fuzzy sliding mode control can decrease the chattering phenomenon and 

decrease the sensitivity to plant uncertainties in the hitting phase of conventional sliding mode control. 

In 2002, Chung Chun Kung, Tung-Yun Kao, and Ti-Hung Chen [3] has proposed the adaptive fuzzy sliding mode 

controller design. The distance-based fuzzy sliding mode controller (D-FSMC) design method is adopted. The stability 

of the suggested control system is proved via Lyapunov stability theorem. 

In 2003, Yuzheng Guo and Peng-Yung Woo [4] proposed the  an adaptive fuzzy sliding mode controller for robotic 

manipulators. The stability and the convergence of the overall system are proved by the Lyapunov method. It is a good 

solution to the chattering problem in the classical sliding mode control. It is also noticed that the chosen parameters of 

the controller have impact on the system performance. 

In 2010 , T. C. Kuo [5] has designed the  adaptive fuzzy controller for robotic manipulators with sliding mode 

control. This method is proposed for three axis SCARA manipulator. It possesses the advantage of adaptive control, 

fuzzy control and sliding mode control. Based on the concept of sliding mode fuzzy rules are developed adaptation  

method to alleviate the input chattering effectively by using developed adaptation laws. The stability of three axis 

SCARA manipulator is guaranteed by using lyapunov method. This method proposes the adaptive fuzzy sliding mode 

control method for trajectory control of a three link robot manipulator. 

In 2013, S. Barghandan and M. A. Badamchizadeh [6] has proposed the new method for Adaptive Fuzzy Sliding 

Mode Controller (AFSMC) for a quadrotor helicopter and then this controller is developed by Parallel Fuzzy System 

(AFSMCP). Because oscillations in input signal and external disturbances, weights vector of fuzzy system may have 

unwanted changes and even it can be drifted to very large amounts. To eliminate of undesirable increases of weight 

vector while the adaptation law is being proceed, a parallel fuzzy system is used in addition of main fuzzy system. This 

fuzzy system controlled the speed and variation rate of main fuzzy system. In this technique, weights vector of main 

fuzzy system will be forced to follow the consequent weights vector of the parallel fuzzy system [6]. 

 

 

3.MODELLING OF PUMA 560 ROBOT 

3.1 Robotic Variables and Coordinate System 

 
Fig. 1 shows the structure of PUMA 560 robot, which holds the arrangement of six revolute joints. The middle line of 

the trunk line 
1

L concurs with the axis of the joint 1. Accordingly, the measurement regarding the angle of the joint 1, 
1



begins from the positive y-axis, that is in the counter clockwise direction. Regarding the joint 2, the respective axis is 
assigned to be perpendicular to and converges the axis of joint 1. In addition, it concurs with the middle line of the 

shoulder. In general, the shoulder is considered to be an offset, with length
1

b . The measurement of the particular length 
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is among the upper arm and the trunk. When 
1

 equivalent to zero, the respective offset is parallel to the x-y plane and is 

in the direction of the negative x-axis. Around the joint 2, the upper arm and link 
2

L get revolved, at an angle of
2

 .  

 

3.2 Robotic Model 

 

The representation of the dynamics of a serial n-link robot is given in Eq. (1) where u indicates the joint 

displacements in 1n vector, u indicates the joint velocities in 1n vector,  indicate the torque of the actuators, in 

1n vector, )(uM indicates the symmetric positive definite inertia matrix in nn  vector, ),( uuc  indicate the torques of 

centripetal and Coriolis in 1n vector and )(ug indicates the torque of the gravitation in 1n  the vector. Moreover, 

)(ug is generated as the gradient of the potential energy )(uU , due to gravity.  

 )(),()( uguucuuM                                                (1) 

Assume that the joints of robot are correlated along with the revolute joints. Let ud be the necessary joint positions, ud is 

considered as the function of the double differentiable vector. The actuator torque is approximated by introducing the 

control issu so that Eq. (2) is accomplished that promotes the suitable control aim. 

)()(lim tutu
d

t




                                                    (2) 

The current simulation considers the DOF PUMA-560 robot, with the arrangement of six joints. In addition based on 
[33], the kinematical and dynamical properties of the arm are established. The motors of PUMA are provided with 
commercially applicable DC motors. Therefore, the comparison regarding the power and size of the PUMA motors 
delivers the electrical parameters of the motors. 

 

 
Figure1. Structure of PUMA 560 robot arm 

 

4. DESIGN OF ADAPTIVE FUZZY SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER FOR ROBOT MANIPULATOR 

4.1 Proposed Controlling Scheme 

 
The architecture [15] of the controlling scheme based on the adaptive fuzzy system is shown in fig. 2.The adopted 

approach is introduced to fine-tune the joint angles of the “PUMA 560 robot arm”. The proposed simulation model is 
developed to tune the joint angles of the PUMA 560 robot arm. Here, the actual feedback is generated from the real 
PUMA 560 system, which is connected to the equivalent control law generator. In addition, the required actual feedback 
and trajectory are exploited to calculate the differential error function (DE ) and error function (E ). To the next, the 
sliding surface generator generates the activating signal based on the computed error function. Meanwhile, the sliding 
mode constants are adjusted by the proposed adaptive fuzzy system with a meta-heuristic algorithm SAGWO algorithm 
[11], which can further produce the joint angle as in the fixed format with reduced error. 
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Figure 2. Architecture of adaptive fuzzy based SMC control scheme 

To the fuzzy system, two inputs such as E and DE  are applied. As per the limits of the given inputs, they are 

assigned as Zero (Z), Positive Small (PS), Positive Medium (PM), Positive Big (PB), Negative Small (NS), Negative 

Medium (NM) and Negative Big (NB). Here, the limits of Z, PS, PM, NS and NM are based on the triangular 

membership function and the limits PB and NB are based on the trapezoidal membership function. The fuzzy system 

produces the related rules with the aforementioned input confines that are regarded as the constants of sliding mode 

[10][19]. Thus, the produced sliding mode variables are entirely dependent on exploited E and DE. Here, Table 1 

portrays the sliding mode variables or rules produced by the fuzzy system. 

 

Table 1. Rules or SMC constants generated by fuzzy system 

     

 

 

 
 

The demonstration of the fuzzy membership function is shown in fig. 3.  

 
  

Figure 3. Demonstration of fuzzy membership function 

 

Meanwhile, the triangular membership function is represented in Eq. (3), where r refers to the lower limit, s refers to 

the upper limit, t indicates some value and x indicates the desired variable, where str  . Likewise, the representation 

of the trapezoidal membership function is shown in Eq. (4), where u and v indicates the lower and upper support limit, 

where svur  . The bounds of membership function for SMC is shown in Table II. 

 Z PS PM PB NS NM NB 

Z2 

Z1 Z3 PS1 

PS2 

PS3 PM1 

PM2 
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NB2 

NB3 

E/DE NB NM NS Z PS PM PB 

NB NB NB NB NB NM NS Z 

NM NB NB NB NM NS Z PS 

NS NB NB NM NS Z PS PM 

Z NB NM NS Z PS PM PB 

PS NM NS Z PS PM PB PB 

PM NS Z PS PM PB PB PB 
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Table 2. Bounds of membership function for SMC 

 

x r t s u v 

NM NB1 (NB2-NB1)/2 NB2 - - 

NS NM1 (NM2-NM1)/2 NM2 - - 

PS PM1 (PM2-PM1)/2 PM2 - - 

PM PB1 (PB2-PB1)/2 PB2 - - 

NB - - - NB1 NM2 

PB - - - PM2 PB1 

 

 

4.2 Adaptive Membership Function using Grey Wolf Optimization 

 

Fundamentally, the membership function is defined as a “curve that defines how each point in the input space is 

mapped to a membership value between 0 and 1”. The output of fuzzy produces a certain membership function with the 

produced rules that creates more error according to the traditional fuzzy dependent SMC [31]. As a result, SAGWO 

model is suggested here to vary the membership function adaptively that have to reduce the error among the desired 

and actual value.  

GWO algorithm [32] is a recent meta- heuristic algorithm that operates depending on the principle behind the 

hunting characteristics of grey wolves, for catching the prey. Accordingly, three wolves namely  , β and   holds the 

role of hunting the corresponding preys. The pattern of hunting is dependent on 3 phases that comprise of (a) tracking, 

(b) following and (c) catching the prey. On considering the diverse wolves,   is allocated as the leader of the entire 

wolves that takes the decision concerning sleeping, resting time and hunting of wolves. In addition, the second and 

third level wolf β and   aids the leader to take the required decisions. On the other hand, a wolf termed   is allowed 

only for eating. Fig. 4 illustrates the solution encoding constraints of SAGWO model, in which J denotes the collective 

solution vector to the GWO. 

 

Figure 4. Solution encoding 

Thus the membership function after integrating the fuzzy system with the GWO algorithm is collectively represented 
as in Eq. (5) where J indicates the solution vector to the GWO as per fig. 4. 

)( J                                                          (5) 

The objective function of the proposed SAGWO based SMC in PUMA 560 robotic arm is expressed in Eq. (6), 

which is the error between the actual and the desired joint angles. In eq. (6), 
D

i
 indicates the desired joint angle and 

A

i


indicates the actual joint angle. The formulation for the desired joint angle is shown in Eq. (7), where  indicates the 

control signals from SMC and 
fuzzy

K indicates the constant determined by the fuzzy system. Here, the desired joint angle 
is determined based the generated control signals from SMC, which get varied. The evaluation of control signal is 

portrayed  in Eq. (8), where 
eq

  and 
sw

 specifies the equivalent and continuous part of SMC respectively, expressed in 

Eq. (9) followed by Eq. (10),
i

s indicate the switching boundary. 
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Therefore, the control waveform from SMC is produced dependent on the fuzzy rules as given in Table 1 that further 

evaluates the optimal joint angle. To the next, it adaptively adjusts the determined joint angle by the SAGWO algorithm. 
The encircling pattern of grey wolves is indicated in Eq. (11) in which C and H indicates the coefficient vectors, JP refers 
to the position vector of prey, J  refers to the grey wolves position, and t refers to the present iteration. Furthermore, the 
formulation of the vectors C and H are expressed in Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) where a denotes a component, that 

diminished from the value 2 to 0 and 
1

r  
2

r indicates the random vectors which are uniformly distributed between [0, 1]. 

 

)()( tJtJHK
p

                                                      (11) 
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 )()1(                                                   (12) 
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.2                                                                    (13) 

2
2 rH                                                                           (14) 

 
Furthermore, the adopted SAGWO model adapts the value of a dependent on the variation in function. The SAGWO 

algorithm frames the component a as in Eq. (15), where  denotes the change in the fitness function. The representation 

of  is denoted in Eq. (16) where )1( tf specifies the previous iteration and )( tf  denotes the present iteration. 

However, during the first iteration, 1 . 
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Therefore the hunting characteristics of grey wolves are attained from Eq. (17) to Eq. (22) which provides the 

respective position to each wolf. Eventually, the Eq. (23) portrays the update position depending on the position of whole 
wolves. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

5.1 Experimental Procedure 

 
The basic Simulink model of the SAGWO-FSMC is shown in fig. 5, where the SAGWO block is broadly modelled 

in fig. 6. The proposed Adaptive Fuzzy SMC scheme that adopts the fuzzy model to support the SMC to control the 
robotic manipulator was simulated in MATLAB, and the outcomes were attained. The count of iteration was fixed as 
100. To the next of the current experiment implementation, its performance is compared with the conventional 
experimental models like SMC[16], FSMC[34], and GWO-SMC[32] to validate its effectiveness.  
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Figure 5. Simulink model of SAGWO-FSMC 

 

 
Figure 6.Simulink model of SAGWO block 

 
5.2 Analysis on Angles 

 

The analysis was limited to 10 ms and the movement of joint angles to be controlled were observed. On comparing 

the actual joint angle
1

 with the desired 
1

 as shown in Fig. 7(a), the performance of SAGWO-FSMC is 1%, SMC is 3%, 

FSMC and GWO-FSMC is 1.9% varied from the desired angle 
1

 .  Thus SAGWO-FSMC model resembles the desired 

model than the conventional GWO-FSMC in controlling
1

 . Likewise, from the analysis on joint angle
2

 as shown in 

Fig. 7(b), the actual 
2

 of SAGWO-FSMC is 4.41% deviated from the desired
2

 , which is better than the other models. 

Furthermore, the actual 
3

 of SAGWO-FSMC is  4.41% deviated from the desired
3

 , as given in Fig. 7(c). Therefore, 

the proposed SAGWO-FSMC controls the joint angles that exhibit high correlation with the desired joint angles and so it 

records the superiority over the conventional SMC methods.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

  

 
(c) 

Figure 7. Analysis on three angles of joints such as (a) 
1

  (b) 
2

 and (c) 
3

  with time 

5. 3 Impact of External Disturbance 

 

The graphical demonstration of the examination on three displacements namely, x y z with time  when applying 

external disturbance, is revealed in Fig. 8. From Fig. 8(a), at 10ms, the actual value of displacement x is 0.23, while the 

SMC has attained a displacement of 0.4, FSMC has attained a displacement of 0.3, and GWO-FSMC has attained a 

displacement of 0.3 and the proposed SAGWO-FSMC has attained a displacement of 0.29. Likewise, from Fig. 8(b), at 

2ms, the actual value of displacement y is 0, while the SMC has attained a displacement of 0.01, FSMC has attained a 

displacement of 0.005, and GWO-FSMC has attained a displacement of 0.005 and the proposed SAGWOFSMC has 

attained a displacement of 0.004. In addition, from Fig. 8(c), at 2ms, actual value of displacement z is 0, while the SMC 

has attained a displacement of 0.01, FSMC has attained a displacement of 0.005, and GWO-FSMC has attained a 

displacement of 0.005 and the proposed SAGWOFSMC has attained a displacement of 0.004. Therefore, the proposed 

SAGWO-FSMC is found to be adjacent to the actual value, thus showing the superiority of the presented scheme. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 8. Impact of external disturbance on three displacements namely, (a)X,   (b)Y and (c) Z 
 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper proposes an adaptive fuzzy sliding mode control method   of robotic manipulator like PUMA 560 

robotic arm. Here, adaptive SMC was executed for the robotic manipulator on concerning the external disturbances. In 

general, a system model was not possible to combine with the operation of SMC every time. Therefore, FIS was 

deployed in this research work to substitute the system model. Here, the experiment was performed based on two 

stages. The accurate features from the system model beneath a variety of samples were attained in the initial phase to 

indicate the robotic manipulators, while the attained features were allocated as fuzzy rules. On the contrary, adaptive 

fuzzy membership function was used to determine the derived fuzzy rules in the second stage, using the SAGWO 

algorithm. On the contrary, adaptive fuzzy membership function was used to determine the derived fuzzy rules in the 

second stage, using the SAGWO algorithm. To the next, the performance of the SAGWO-FSMC was compared with 

the desired experimental model and the conventional methods like  SMC, Fuzzy SMC (FSMC) and GWO-SMC. Thus 

the experimental analysis has revealed the superior performance of SAGWO-FSMC, in tuning the optimum joint angles 

in the robotic manipulator. The sliding mode variables are tuned by the adopted adaptive fuzzy system using an 
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improved meta-heuristic SAGWO algorithm that can further generate the joint angle with minimized error. Thus fine-

tuning of the joint angles of the “PUMA 560 robot arm” is achieved. It is a good solution to the chattering problem in 

the classical sliding mode control. It is also noticed that the chosen parameters of the controller have impact on the 

system performance. 
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